One of Abbot's major books, Scientific Theism (1885),,argues from the power of scientific method to a realism in opposition to Kantian phenomenalism.
The universe is revealed as intelligible by both scientific method and human experience at large. Indeed science is divine revelation.
He anticipates recent processrelational philosophy, stressing the objective existence and intelligibility of relations. The "immanent relational constitu tion" of a thing constitutes its unity and is the common term between Being and Thought, the master-key of philosophy (120). Scientific theism culminates in the organic System of Nature, the all-Thing in whose infinite relational constitution the infinite multitude of the units and the infinite unity of the multitude are reconciled and conserved.
On the basis of the countless grades of perfection in the finite we reach a knowledge of the infinite Organism as the system of systems, with infinite Wisdom, Power, and Goodness, thus as the Infinite Person, Creative Source and Eternal Home of the infinite personalities which are no less real than itself. This infinite love is the "All-Embracing Fatherhood-and-Motherhood of God" (125).
Abbot argued that agnosticism possessed all the elements of a Scientific World-Conception, but lacked the synthetic ability to see the whole in the sum of the parts.
In The Wav Out of Agnosticism (1890) Abbot starts with what is common between thought and things, the **inherent system of relations" or "imma nent relational constitution." He uses the family as a model of a Genus-in-itself, in which the family is the condition of the reality of the individual and vice versa. The task of the Scien tific Theory of Being is to determine the concept of the Highest Known Kind of Concrete Universal. Using Agassiz*s evolutionary analysis Abbot argued that the universe must be a Real Machine, a Real Organism, and a Real Person, self-making and self-working without a supernatural artificer, the natural result of its own self-evolving immanent energy.
Through the Philosophy of Free Religion, Scientific Theism will find that human nature is the supreme revelation of the Supreme Genus-in-Itself, the Real Universe as Absolute Divine Person (141).
There is a thirteen page bibliography. Observations and reflec tions were recorded, often reworked in the evening.
Some pas sages were woven into Walden and Walking. Though the style is uneven, with some mistakes of grammar or spelling, the result is pleasurable to read.
Philosophically Thoreau practices appreciative perception of particulars, like Monet*s landscapes or Winslow Homer on Prout*s Neck.
He does not claim innocent, pristine observation. He refers to some thirteen books on plants, including Linnaeus, Asa Gray and Agassiz.
On the other hand he will employ the trick of inverting his head to obtain a fresher view. He had a rich color vocabulary, informing his descriptions of clouds and sky. Al though he claimed to be a transcendentalist, it is a very em bodied one that studies lichens, looks at a grass under ice, follows smells and watches ice melt.
He will generalize, but whereas Emerson wrote an essay entitled Nature, Thoreau*s famous book takes the title of a very specific pond. Thoreau*s vocation is a love of particulars in action and reflection.
His entry of November 22, 1851, where he recommends turning over a stone in midwinter to see the crickets and ants and their "many little galleries,** or his brief reference to the beauty of the decay of stumps (232) can be read as standing transcendentalism on its head, effectively if not intentionally an inversion of the hierarchy of being and Plato*s divided line.
